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Ins ection Summar
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Ins ection on June 16 - Se tember 27 1980 (Re ort No. 50-315/80-13.
50-31 /80-11

Safety System Challenges, Refueling Activities, Design Changes and Modifica-
tions. The inspection involved a total of 306 inspector-hours onsite by
three NRC inspectors including 48 inspector-hours onsite during off-shifts.
Results: Of the areas inspected no items of noncompliance or deviation were
identified.
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DETAILS

Persons Contacted
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Shaller, Plant Manager
Svensm, Assistant Plant Manager
Townley, Assistant Plant Manager
Lease, Operations Superintendent
Smanella, Technical Superintendent
Dudding, Maintenance Superintendent
Stretzel, (}A Supervisor

"-Denotes those present at the exit interview.

The inspectors also contacted a number of operators, technicians, and
maintenance personnel.

0 erational Safet Verification

The inspectors observed control room operations, reviewed applicable
logs and conducted discussions with control room operators during the
months of June, July, August, and September. The inspector verified
the operability of selected emergency systems, reviewed tagout records
and verified proper return to service of affected components. Tours
of Auxiliary and turbine buildings and the Unit 1 containment were
conducted to observe plant equipment conditions, including potential
fire hazards, fluid leaks, and excessive vibrations and to verify
that maintenance requests had been initiated for equipment in need
of maintenance. The inspector by observation and direct interview
verified that the physical security plan was being implemented in
accordance with the station security plan.

The inspector observed plant housekeeping/cleanliness conditions and
verified implementation of radiation protection controls. During the
month of August, the inspector walked down the recently installed
accessible portions of the Auxiliary Feedwater system to verify
operability. The inspector also witnessed portions of the radioactive
waste system controls associated with radwaste shipments and barreling.

Radwaste

On July 18, 1980, the licensee's contract with a radwaste solidifica-
tion vendor expired. This resulted in waste water storage tanks being
filled and excess waste water being diverted to the CVCS holdup room
sump. The contract was re-awarded to the vendor. Review of records
showed deconning efforts started in late July to be effective.

These reviews and observations were conducted to verify that facility
operations were in conformance with the requirements established under
technical specifications, 10 CFR, and administrative procedures.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were noted.
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3. Surveillance Observation

The inspector observed technical specifications required surveillance
testing on the load shedding and performance of the Diesel Generators
and verified that testing wa's performed in accordance with adequate
procedures, that limiting conditions for operation were met, that
removal and restoration of the affected components were accomplished,
that test results conformed with technical specifications and procedure
requirements and were reviewed by personnel other than the individual
directing the test, and that any deficiencies identified during the
testing were properly reviewed and resolved by appropriate management
personnel.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were noted.

4. Licensee Event Re orts Followu

Through direct observations, discussions with licensee personnel,
and review of records, the following event reports were reviewed to
determine that reportability requirements were fulfilled, immediate
corrective action was accomplished, and corrective action to prevent
recurrence had been accomplished in accordance with technical speci-
fications.

Unit 1 Unit 2

80-10/03L-0
80"11/03L-0
80-12/03L-0
80-13/03L-0
80-14/03L-0
80-16/03L-0
80-17/03L-0

80-22/03L-0
80-23/03L-0

No items of noncompliance or deviations were found.

5. IE Bulletin Followu

For the IE Bulletins listed below the inspector verified that the
written response was within the time period stated in the bulletin,
that the written response included the information required to be
reported, that the written response included adequate corrective
action commitments based on information presentation in the bulletin
and the licensee's response, that licensee management forwarded
copies of the written response to the appropriate onsite management
representatives, that information discussed in the licensee's written
response was accurate, and that corrective action taken by the licen-
see was as described in the written response.



IEB 80-05

IEB 80-15

Vacuum Damage to CVCS Holdup Tanks

Possible Loss of Emergency Notification System (ENS)
with Loss of Offsite Power

IEB 80-16 Misapplication of Rosemont P/T 1151 8 1152 with "A"
or "D" Output Codes

IEB 80-19 6 Failure of Hg Wetted Matrix Relays in RPS of Operating
80-19, Rev. 1 Reactors

80-20 Failure of Westinghouse Type W-2 Spring Return Switches

No items of noncompliance or deviation were noted.

6. T~rainin

The inspector verified by direct questioning of one new, one existing,
and one temporary employee that administrative controls and procedures,
radiological health and safety, industrial safety, controlled access
and security procedures, emergency plan, and quality assurance training
were provided as required by the licensee's technical specifications;
verified by direct questioning of one craftsmen and one technician that
on-the-job training, formal technical training commensurate with job
classification, and fire fighting training were provided.

a ~ Licensee Trainin Staff Personnel

In response to the March 28, 1980 letter from Harold Denton of
NRR the licensee evaluated the licenses of the training staff.
Of the six instructors only one currently holds a current Senior
Reactor Operator (SRO) license. Applications for the remaining
five instructors who hold Reactor Operator (RO) licenses were
submitted July 23, 1980.

b. ~Secnrit

The inspector verified by observation and personnel interviews
that the security organization was properly manned. Also verified
was that gates in the protected areas were closed and locked as
well as in the vital areas if not, attended. The inspector observed
that persons and packages were identified and authorization checked
prior to entry into the protected area, and that vehicles were
searched before entry into the protected area.

Ca

No items of noncompliance or deviations were noted.

Licensee Action Concernin Identified Problems

The inspector reviewed corrective actions taken by the licensee
pertaining to recurring failures and resolution of identified
discrepencies involving safety-related components.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were noted.
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7. Safet S stem Challen es

On June 28, 1980, while conducting a normal shutdown the licensee
experienced unplanned safety injection actuation.

During cooldown and depressurization of the reactor coolant system
(RCS) an unplanned safety injection occurred due to a failure to block
the low pressure SI signal. The licensee took immediate corrective
action and stopped the injection.

The licensee promptly notified the Commission of the event via the ENS.

Evaluation of the occurrence showed RCS temperature, pressure, levels
were not effected, and that no mechanical damage or abnormal movements
of ECCS piping was experienced as stated in the timely written report
to the Commission (Special Report SI-04).

The licensee has revised the cooldown procedure to prevent further
occurrences.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were found.

8. Surveillance

The inspector observed technical specifications required surveillance
testing on the Unit 1 Diesel Generators and verified that testing was
performed in accordance with technically adequate procedures, that
results were in conformance with technical specifications and procedure
requirements and were reviewed by personnel other than the individual
directing the test, and that any deficiencies identified during testing
were properly reviewed and resolved by appropriate management personnel.

No items of noncompliance or deviation were identified.

9. Refuelin Activities

The inspector verified that prior to the handling of fuel in the core,
all surveillance testing required by the technical specifications and
licensee's procedures had been completed; verified that during the
outage the periodic testing of refueling related equipment was
performed as required by technical specifications; observed several
of the fuel handling operations (removal, inspection and insertion)
and verified the activities were performed in accordance with the
technical specifications and approved procedures; verified that con-
tainment integrity was maintained as required by technical specifica-
tions; verified that good housekeeping was maintained on the refueling
area; and, verified that staffing during refueling was in accordance
with technical specifications and approved procedures.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were found.
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Desi n Chan es and Modifications

Through record review that inspector verified for the design changes
listed below that design changes were made in accordance with 10 CFR

50.59; that design changes were reviewed in accordance with technical
specifications and the established equality Assurance program; that
design changes were conducted in accordance with written procedures
which included identification of inspections required by codes or
standards, and acceptance test procedures which defined acceptance
values or acceptance standards; that test records verified performance
of equipment modified to technical specifications/FSAR requirements
and performance of modified equipment was reviewed and approved; that
operating procedures modifications were made and approved in accordance
with technical specifications; that installation procedures were ade-
quate for the identified function; that as-built drawings were changed
to reflect the modifications; and that records of design changes were
maintained as described in 10 CFR 50.59b and the established gA program.

RFC 12-2378, Modification of Ruskin Fire Dampers
RFC 12-2186, Addition of a Motor Driven Aux Feedpump to each Unit

No items of noncompliance or deviations were found.

Ins ection Durin Lon Term Shutdown

The inspector observed control room operations, reviewed applicable
logs and conducted discussions with control room operators during
the months of June and July. The inspector verified surveillance
tests required during the shutdown were accomplished, reviewed tagout
records, and verified applicability of containment integrety. Tours
of U-1 Containment and Auxiliary building accessible areas, including
exterior areas were made to make independent assessments of equipment
conditions, plant conditions, radiological controls, safety, and
adherence to regulatory requirements and to verify that maintenance
requests had been initiated for equipment in need of maintenance.
The inspector observed plant housekeeping/cleanliness conditions,
including potential fire hazards, and verified implementation of
radiation protection controls. The inspector by observation and
direct interview verified that the physical security plan was being
implemented in accordance with the station security plan. The
inspector reviewed the licensee's jumper/bypass controls to verify
there were no conflicts with technical specifications and verified
the implementation of radioactive waste system controls. The
inspector witnessed portions of the radioactive waste systems
controls associated with radwaste shipments and barreling.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were noted.

Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Para-
graph 1) throughout the month and at the conclusion of the inspection
on September 26, 1980 and summarized the scope and findings of the
inspection activities.
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